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THE USE OF PHYSICAL CAPACITY EVALUATIONS (peE) TO DETERMINE
VOCATIONAL LOSS IN POST-CONCUSSION SYNDROME CASE
by THEODORE J. BECKER, Ph.D., RPT, ACT, CET

The historical background on physical capacity evaluations is related to the work tolerances of
individuals in pre-employment or pre-military situations, or in re-employment settings. Most of
the test criteria or protocol for these applications are broad, and non-specific in regards to cause
of dysfunction, and the restrictions imposed by the findings.
Up-dating of technology and test batteries has provided the scientist with methodologies which
place the physical tolerances of an individual in perspective of their global tolerances, and not
just work applications.
As time has progressed there has been vast change in the professional approach for test and
measurement gathering. Unfortunately many therapy professionals and medical professionals
have not embraced this aspect of evaluation because of the time consuming process and the
upgrading of skills. In general, there are two types of test and measurement gathering methods.
One is called a Functional Capacity Evaluation (FCE); and the other is Physical Capacity
Evaluation (PCE). The first type, or FCE, is clinically based, and generally relies on
observations, or subjective data collecting methods, such as manually resisted muscle testing,
with a grading system ranging from poor to normal.
The PCE test protocol relies on physiological, biomechnical, and statistical data. The data is
treated in a test and measurement function to accurately report tolerances, and predict capacity in
on-going activity. In comparing the expertise of individuals relying on the FCE versus the PCE,
the knowledge base is surprising for data so critical to testimony and case presentation. In
examples 1 & 2, the occupational and physical therapists using the FCE are questioned
concerning their background for interpreting the results. In example 1, (top paragraph, line 2
16), and (bottom paragraph, line 10-20) the occupational therapist indicates a lack of knowledge
on the physiological basis of work tolerance.
In example 2, (line 2-6), the physical therapist indicates a lack of expertise in the evaluation of
real time data and the statistical analysis of test validity. In both examples 1 & 2, the
background of the clinician tends to the subjective, or soft side of data, and does not allow a
concrete or objective criteria upon which to base an opinion.
It is the intent of the PCE to formulate a solid opinion on the validity of the test results and the

intent of the individual performing. Additionally, the PCE data collection formulates the
restrictions and dysfunction characteristics from the quantified and objective data from the
physiology and biomechanics, thus allowing a real demonstration of the injury and for the court.
VALIDATING TEST RESULTS
The validation process of the PCE is essential to eliminate the inference that the individual may
have an intent to alter/manipulate the data. Once this baseline of data acceptance can be
established, the opinion concerning data interpretation proceeds unencumbered. In figures 1-6,
data visualizations show graphic depiction of objective data that can be quantified and
statistically analyzed for acceptance or rejection.
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In figure 1, data is represented in three ways for comparison: Wave shape consistency, wave
shape comparison. and wave displacement by location. In the wave shape consistency, each and
every trial of subject performance should have a rapid vertical rise, a horizontal run, and then an
abrupt vertical descent. The wave shape comparison should show that the limb function when
tested one to the other, is comparative both in vertical and horizontal plots of data. The
comparison of the right to the left is noted to be acceptable. The third aspect of the visualization
shows that the middle elevations of the force output rise higher than the force outputs to either
the right or left.
In figure 2, a pathologically restricted upper extremity on the right shows the wave shape
comparison from trial to trial to be accepted and the wave shapes from light to left to be
acceptable. The elevations at middle and peripheral trials are also acceptable. All data from this
test shows a significant restriction in the peripheral limb strength which wiII then require
additional evaluations for detennination of dysfunction.
In figure 3, the wave shapes for all three criteria are askew; and the application of statistical
evaluation as follow-up wiII confinn the rejection of data. This type of data processing gives the
scientist a very solid foundation for opinion on symptoms magnifying or malingering. As the
observer can see, the wave shapes are inconsistent across all trials; and the comparative data
from one limb to another is likewise askew. Middle and peripheral trials show no pattern of
acceptance, all of which presents with the rejection of data.
In figure 4, the Stokes M.D. technique is observed. This data collection is endorsed by the AMA
Guide for Pennanent Impainnent and requires three trials to be conducted at one hour intervals.
The addition of on-line and real-time quantification gives a visualization that the jury and court
can embrace quickly for the foundation of scientific methods versus clinical subjective opinion.
In figure 5, the Stokes M.D. technique is not applied for the three trial completion because the
data is skewed beyond interpretation value. This representation and figure 3 both show the
dramatic visualizations of the rejected data.
In figure 6, the real-time data is applied to other limb parts for the comparison of fine motor
functions. Intra-test and inter-test reliability is possible from the multiple trial/test applications
and can confinn beyond question the intent of the individual being tested.
QUANTIFICAnON OF DYSFUNCTION
In the issue of post-concussive syndrome and other closed head trauma the quantification process
must be able to reveal objectively the dysfunction. Position sense testing, both from the
traditional balance tests, as well as from the kinesthetic, and proprioceptive sense must be
addressed. The literature (Fukuda, Hinoki, Kischka, Radanov, and Uomoto), reveals that the
impact absorption ofbiomechanically induced trauma presents with alteration of the individual's
ability to recognize position and to maintain endurance tolerance for work.
One of the most dramatically demonstratable tests of the injury or for court is the cognitive
position test (figure 7, 7a, 7b, 7c) which is quantified by acceptance criteria. The individual is
expected to maintain position in the circle center while marching in place a minimum of 100
steps. The subject without trauma intervention maintains position within the first circle, and
moves laterally right or left less than 30 degrees, and has no axis rotation about their vertical.
The trauma induced subject shows angle of rotation, angle of displacement and distance of
displacement to be beyond the acceptance parameters.
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A significant aspect of the PCE contribution to the establishment of function in Post-Concussion
Syndrome is the issue of fatiquability. In the literature, (Radanov), alludes to the inability of
individuals to maintain focus on work issues and with loss of concentration as time progresses.
This aspect of the subject complaints are dealt with through the physiological testing.
In figure 8, an example of the ambulation monitoring shows the expected linear relationship
between task demand and heart rate response. In standard output expectations, as the task
criteria becomes harder or more demanding, both physically and/or emotionally, there is an
elevation in demand for oxygen consumption by the body. This oxygen demand creates a direct
response on heart function; and the pulse rate elevates. In individuals who are well adapted to
the stresses imposed on them by activity, the heart rate maintains steady states as the activity
progresses.
In figure 9, the graphic representation shows physiological intolerance. The imposed activity
when performed steady state, creates a physiological demand that elevates over time. This
function of increased output is consistent with disability induced deconditioning which creates
errors in judgment, causes slowed performance, and reduces effective tolerance in the
competitive work place.
In figure 10, the graphic representation shows significant physiological intolerance. The subject
is unable to maintain speed of function on a steady state basis; and the physiological response is
elevating. Individuals whose response is linearly displayed in this regard are unable to
concentrate for long periods, are prone to errors, and do not function to a level of full time
employment.
The quantification of function and dysfunction includes accurate determination of the percentage
of loss and disability. Age and gender relationships regarding estimates of strength and physical
tolerance enable the evaluator to predict the residual effects of an injury or trauma episode.
Determination of tolerances is a far different aspect of work and physical function than that
available in a clinical evaluation by a medical provider. The actual objective data allows the
scientist to predict future needs and future restrictions with a quantified approach comparing the
data collected to the data expected for that individual subject. Data base reference maybe
determined in cases of geriatric, pediatric and adolescent subjects as well as the standard
population.
APPLICATION
In the accompanying sample report, the protocol includes seven sections. The first three are the
interview and historical accounts with data collection in section four and summary, conclusions
and recommendations in the last three sections. The importance of the interview and history is to
give the evaluator a sense of the client's self perception of current activity levels as well to
isolate particular anatomical sites which are pertinent to the evaluation.
In the sample report there are two identified areas of dysfunction: Back and Left Shoulder. The
first goal is to establish the acceptance of the data and then proceed to describe the extent of
dysfunction. The statistical analysis appropriate in this procedure is coefficient of variability
with acceptance levels at the industry standard of 15%. Secondary test qualification acceptance
is by pulse rate monitoring which is seen in the isokinetic trunk and limb testing to produce
elevated levels of heart rate response. The criteria of acceptance is 30 beats above resting levels.
Wave shape analysis gives the tertiary method for criteria acceptance. When all of the protocols
are consistent and acceptable, then the data can be deemed to be maximum in effort.
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Quantification of the trunk is confinned by isokinetic testing as well as objective muscle testing.
Shoulder testing dysfunction is quantified by the isokinetic testing and the limb specific strength
testing. The repeated test-retest of differing segments produces an inter-test confinnation of the
data acceptance and the quantified dysfunctions.
Several physiological screening processes are used to establish tolerance of work and function.
Ambulatory physiology and step test physiology should be compatible in the duration of heart
rate returning to rest. This establishes recovery tolerances and the endurances of function. In the
Isoinertial testing the individual's tolerances are compared to the expected elevations based on
resting heart rate as well as age and gender. The protocol gives the steady state establishment of
work endurance with the application of load bearing that can be used in conjunction with the
definitions specified by the Dictionary of Occupational Titles for physical work characteristics.
Summary sections include the opinion of data acceptance and the limitations or restrictions to the
actual work environment. If restrictions exist for work/time perfonnance, these can be defined
in the time of work function. Allowances for age or gender and adaptations/suitability to
situations are discussed in these sections.
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Example 1.

2

Q

Were you able to find any support for

3

sOmebody using the length of timo" it takes heart rate to

4

recover to either a resting or a pre-test heart rate

5

after performing exercise to determine how long somebody

6

could stand or walk in a sedentary or light duty work

7

setting?

8

MR. PHILLIPPS'
and immaterial.

9

~here

Object, no foundation

is no showing that she has read

10

all of those articles and books.

11

she is qualified to answer the question and the question

12

is misquoting Dr. Becker's testimony.

There is no showing

13

Q

(By Mr. Beaver)

14

A

In reading the articles, I did not find any

You can answer.

15

indication 'that the recovery heart rate impeded a

16

person's ability to sit, stand, walk in terms of work.

10

Q

Are you generally familiar and keep up to

11

date with literature concerning your profession of

12

occupational therapy?

13

A

Yes.

14

Q

Are you aware of any texts, treatises or any

15

other literature that indicates that ~n individual's

16

ability to stand and/or walk is related to the length of

17

time it ~akes their heart rate to recover after physical

18

exercise to a resting or pre-test heart rate?

19
20

A

No.

I am not familiar with any material that

indicates that. '
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Example 2.

2

Q.

And why Is It that you uent for this training In

A.

May of 'SS?
\lelL SPeCifically I realized after tr. Fcrna1 I
dloo't kroJ I f I could really deterMIne people \J)Q

3

4
5
6

ere

Malingering

or not.
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PERFORMANCE Bl\SED PHYSICAL Cl\PACITY EVALUATION
HARD DATA PROTOCOL
SECTION I
CLIENT IDENTIFICl\TION

Name:

Male

Date of Birth:

Age:

Social Security No:
Date of Injury:
Test Date:

36

(Left Shoulder/Back)

9/22/94

8/7/95

The client indicates that prior to date of onset in 1989
in Portland he was involved in a motor vehicle accident.
He states at that
time a 8ocond car hit him, causing him to sustain headaches and a back strain
for a while, which required chiropractic care for several months.

Background/Histor~:

Other previous onsets have included back strain now and then,
ankle now and then.

and a

sprained

At onset he was a bike rider impacted by a motor vehicle sustaining impact to
his· hc?cl and left side of his body causing the windshield of the vehicle to
crack.
He sustained a cut in the left arm, which required bandaging, and an x
ray revealed an acromion clavicular separation on the left.
He
was.. seen
in
physical
therapy
by
an
neurologist,
which
revealed
symptomatology of left leg sciatic extending down through the calf.
He states
that a" Cat scan and an MRI have revealed no bone damage, but reduced nerve
canal tolprance.
lie had received 3 epidural injections, and those have helped to bring down his
pain.
He notes however that if his activity increases his symptoms return.

7207 EVEnGnEEN WAY, SUITE II
EVE nETT, WASIlING 1ON 90203
PI lONE: 20G3539300
FAX: 20G290-3GBO
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He was seen in occupational rehabilitation for 7 weeks, but his shoulders gave
him problems.
He states he was j.nformed by an orthopedist that there are no
tears in his shoulder, but there is an increase gap in his left shoulder.
With
any overhead work he has shoulder symptoms, and states that most of his work
requires overhead positions.
Be states that if he does not do anything he only occasionally has pain.
This
is noted as being sharp pain deep inside the left shoulder if he reaches out.
He notes that if he climbs up Cl ladder i t hurts his left arm, and if he is
forward bending after 1 hour he gets shooting pains that go up and give him
headaches.
If he pulls his arm in (demonstrated with the left shoulder
internally rotated from the anatomical position) that causes him to hurt.

SECTION II
SUBJECTIVE COMPLAINTS
Descrirt;'"'n of Re,-,'11ts of Injur:r
1)

He can do most normal household things okay if they are not heavy.

2)
He can do some light plumbing, and he has done some repair service, but no
heavy lifting like moving a toilet around.
3)
n~ can't bend over, and he finds symptoms occurring with working on his
knees for a long.
4)
He
hiking.

can

ride

his

bike,

5)
One night per month he
something wrong with his back.
can

he

can drive

feels

as

and he

if he

has

6)

H~

7)

When scrubbing the tub that bothers his back.

0)

He can mow his lawn okay.

9)

Cooking is okay.

10)

Driving is okay if he gets out and stretches.

read~

has

done

some

headaches or

walking

that

there

and

is
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Areas
of Discomfort:
(Listed
significant by the patient)
1)

Left shoulder.

2)

I.ower back.

3)

And occ.5'-sionally the left leg.

according

to

most

significant

to

least

Description of Discomfort:
When the left shoulder is sore it takes a while,
but. it.' s very painful and i t irritates him.
lIe finds t.hat. his shoulder is
sensitive i f he presses on it.
His lower back has a sensitive spot if he
presses· on it, and i t produces a sharp pain.
Once in a while the symptoms
extend down his left leg.
Increase in Symptoms:
with his arms overhead.

This

occurs

with heavy

lifting,

handling or

reaching

Decrease in Sympt.oms:
He tries to allow his shoulder to be inactive.
He has
been takiug ibuprofen and Tylenol.
For his lower back he tries to straighten
out, walk or lie with his knees up.
He may sit in the hot tub, or go to the
steam room.
He has done the ball exercises for his lower back as well as sit
ups.
Medications:
He takes 800 mgs. of ibuprofen 1 to 2 times per month.
His over
the counter drug is 1 to 2 times per month utilization of 2 tablets of over the
counter Tylenol or ibuprofen.
He indicates no use of street drugs or alcohol.
Devices:· . He s ta tes when he moves s tuff around he may use a black back brace.

SECTION III
SUn,JECTIVE EVNCTIONl\L LEVELS
Daily Activity:
He is generally up at. 7:15 a.m..
He has been doing some light
plumbing for friends, and is running around and doing stuff.
He will be on the
telephone or read, and he goes to appointments.
He goes for a walk 3 to 4
times per week, and may do that in the evening.
He states he was playing
softball on Monday nights up until 2 weeks ago.
He has been doing 30 to 40
sit-ups, and 2 sets of 20 push-ups.
He goes to bed at 11:00 p.m.
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Self-CaX"e:

HQ can

Household Chores:
there own chores.
Yard Work:

dress himself and do his own peX"sonal

car.e.

He lives in a house with 2 roommates, and every person does

He states he use to mow the lawn once every other week or two.

Car Maintenance:
He drives a 1/2 ton truck with automatic
feels safe and okay with operation of pedals and controls.

transmission,

and

Shopping:· tIe does okay going to the grocery.
Recreation:
lie rides a bike 1 to 2 times per week.
He has gone camping, but
he states that carrying a pack can cause his left arm to go numb.
lie states he
has gone ~~lking.
Exercise:
He states that he has done some shoulder work up until a couple of
months ago using an exercise ben.
For his back he does the sit-ups and push
ups and utilizes a gymnastics ball.
Rest Periods:

He might rest once per month.

9ccupational Endeavors:

He has been a plumber since 1983.

Heigh t:
Weight:
Dominant Hand:
Seated Resting Heart Rate:
Blood Pressure:

SECTION IV
OBJECTIVE DATA
5 feet 5-1/2 inches.
171-1/2 lbe.
Right.
64 b.p.m.
100/60

RANGE OF MOTION/LOWER EXTREMITIES:
Within normal limits for knee and ankle
motlons.... Hl.p motlons are aSToTIOws:
* Degrees
MOTION

EXPECTED
~~

Hip
Extension
Flexion

Abduction

R.MRl\5URED R. PERCENT L.MEASURED L.PERCENT RIGHT/LEFT
-MNGE- 1ITFFER~
RANGE
DIFF
--uIE'F

30*

21*

-30~

14*

-53'l1

33%

100*

125*

+20'll

121*

+17%

3'l1

40*

40*

O~

40*

O'll

O~
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MOTION

EXPECTED

~

----

R.MEJ\SURED-R. PERCENT
lJI1!'FEItERCl!:

--wum~

L.MEJ\SURED L.PERCENT RIGHT/LEFT
DIFrDn'F

~

J\dduction

20*

20*

a'll

20*

0%

O'll

External
Rotation

50*

42*

-16%

40*

-20'li

5%

Internal
Rotation

40*

17*

-57%

14*

-65%

18'll

stra.i¥ht Leg Raising:
The cl.ient is measured utilizing the One Incli.nomQter
Tecfin que accord£ng-Co Wnddell, M. D.
II",
i.l!I meaeured on the ri.ght at 90
degrees, and on the left at 85 degrees, wi.th a ri.ght/left difference of 6'll.
RANGE OF MOTION/UPPER EXTREMITY:
Within normal limits for elbow,
wr1st mot10ns.
Shoulder mo~~ are as follows:
* Degrees
MOTION

EXPECTED
RANGE

Shoulder
Extension

R.MEASURED R. PERCENT
DIFFERENCE

~ANGE

forearm,

L.MEASURED L.PERCENT RIGHT/LEFT
DIE'F
DIFF

~

50*

43*

-14%

37*

-26'li

14'li

180*

159*

-12%

151*

-16%

5%

Abduction 180*

180*

0%

180*

O'li

O'li

Adduction

50*

50*

0%

50*

0%

0%

External
Rotation

90*

112*

+20%

104*

+13%

7'li

Internal
Rotation

90*

56*

-38%

49*

-46%

12%

Flexion

and

Balance:

The client's heel-toe walking forward and back is within normal
Unilateral standing on both right and left lower extremity shows
intact lower extremity perfo~Il1<"lnce.
1I.m~ts.

OBJECTIVE
MUSCLE TESTING:
,
RIGHT

R.EXPECTED

(;ID\I5E'

~

II I

P

FI~EXI

DIFFERENCE
-FJHJH"W0\FT

Average Output
43.9 kgs.
38.5 kgs.
+13%
Standard Deviation
1. 8 kgs.
Coefficient of Variability
4.0%

ON
LEFT
G1t7illE

I..EXPECTED
~

32.8 kgs. 38.5 kgs.

1.6 kgs.
5.0%

DIFFERENCE
E'ROMME1\N

-15%

R/L
DIF'F
25%
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6

confirm

rat~ response at 112 b.p.m. meets the critQrion Above resting to
maxi:mum effort.
Deficit response on the left is incU.Qat:.i.ve ot
~~ the left .:i.liop~Qa~ mU.Qul.tu~•.

PulsQ

wQaknQS~

a

CERVICAL RANGE OF MOTION:
MOTION
Flexlon
Ext.ension
Left Lateral Flexion
Right. Lateral Flexion
Left Rot.ation
Right Rotation

NOTE:

*

Degrees

MEASURED RANGE
-------s2,.
43*
36*
39*
80*
69*

EXPECTED RANGE
SOll'
60*
45*
45*
80*
80*

PERCENT Diff.
+

4%

-28%
-20%
-13%
0%
-14'

The right/left difference in lateral flexion is 8%, and in rotation ie

n~

LUMBAR RANGE OF MOTION:

*

Degrees

MOTION
MEASURED RANGE
Flexlon
61*
Ext.ension
19*
Left. Lateral Flexion
23*
Right Lat.eral Flexion
26*
Left. Thoracic Rot.ation
30*
Right. Thoracic Rotat.ion
30*
Thoracic Flexion
50*
NOTE:

IT~

EXPECTED RANGE
601<
25*
25*
25*
30*
30*
50*

PERCENT Diff.
+ 2%
-24%

- 8%

+ 4%

0%
0%
0%

The right./left difference in lateral flexion is 12% and in rotation is

ISOKINETIC TRUNK TESTING:
TRUNK Pl\RAMF,TERS
EXTENSION
Peak Torque Expected
Percent Body Weight.
Peak Torque Actual
Percent Body Weight
Peak T6rque Deficit
Percent Body Weight
FLEXION "
Peak Torque Expect.ed
Percent Body Weight
P(~ak Torque Actual
Percent Body Weight
Peak Torque Deficit
Percent Body Weight

30*/PER SECOND

125%

60*/PER SECOND

90*/PER SECOND

125%

125%

116%

72%

59%

- 9%

-53%

-66%

95%

95%

95%

87%

63%

43%

- 8%

-32%

-52%
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NOTE:
The client's pulse rate responses all meet the criterion above res~inq
oonf;s.:rmJ,nQ a maxj.mum performanoe.
The client' (II .low ~wi~oh f.iberi.nq .howe
relatively j,nsignificanl:. restric~ion8 showing ~hl!l~ sus~ainable ambulation in
standing and sustainable seating postures are within tolerances.
Fast twitch
fibering shows deficits which are consistent with symptomatology occurring with
twisting, turning and bendj.ng performance.
The flexion restrictions in mixed
t", i I. '11 fibers at 32% are consistent with the re strictions previously not ed in
left anterior stabilization of iliopsoas.
ISOKINETIC LIMB TESTING:

Internal Rotation Peak Torque
Maximum Repetition of Work
Total Work

26 foot Ibs.
24.9#
113.0#

18 foot lbs.
17.81
80.2#

30.8%
28.4'5
29.0%

46.6#

External Rotation Peak Torque
Maximum Repetition of Work
Total Work
NOTE:
The clinn t' s leFt
strengths inconsistent with

R/L Diff

215.71

Left Upper
Extremity
29 foot lbs.
35.5'
157.8#

Right Upper
Ex t.remity
37 foot Ibs.

Shoulder Rotations

sLoulder

upper

extremity

21. 6%

23.7%
26.8%

function

shows

deficit

do~inance.

step-Test:
The client completes the 3 minute national YMCA step-test.
His
pulse raEe completion at 78 b.p.m. places him at the excellent rating with a
percent ranking of 95% for populati.on age in gender.
His recovery to resting
occurs in 2 minutes.
His physiological performance will confirm full-time
sustainable standing and ambulation, 'and will be consistent with postural fiber
testing previously noted in isokinetic trunk flexion and extension performance.
This ~...il1 confirm capacity of performance at light levels of work according to
the bictionary of Occupational Titles.
Gait Evaluation/Mechanics:

Within normal limits for swing and stance phases.

Gait Evaluation/PhysiologX:
The client by selection ambulates across the floor
at 3.1 m.p.h. and 09; graue.
At 20 minutes of arnbu1ation the client's pulse
rate response is steady state at 84 b.p.ro., and he recovers to resting in 2
minutes.
lIis physiological elevtitions and recoveries are all at average, but
his ambulatory speed exceeds the expected range for males at 2.5 m.p.h.
This
will indicate that the client's speed is exceptionally good and fast, and that
pulse.rates are average which is consistent with previously noted step-test.
STRENGTH TESTING/ISOINERTIl\L METHOD (Ergonomics 1978-1991):
TASK OCCl\SIONAJ-, OCC.Cl\P.
- - 'CAPl\CI~HEl\RT JU\'l'E

CARRYING

39#
112 b.p.m.
FLOOR '!'r' T·7.l\IST
24#
120 b.p.m.

FREQUENT
- EXP.OCC.Cl\P.
1IF.7\RrID\~ t:KPACITY

FREQ.CAP.

EXP. FRE:Q. CAP

H~

REART RATE

112 b.p.m.

241

96 b.p.m.

96 b.p.m.

120 b.p.m.

12*

104 b.p.m.

104 b.p.m.
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TASK OCCASIONAL
C1\P1\CITY

OCC.CAP.

H~

WAIST TO SHOULDER
29#
120 b.p.m.
SHOULDER TO OVERHEAD
28#
120 b.p.m.

EXP.OCC.CAP. FREQUENT

-HEART RATE

~ACITY

FRE~.CAP.
HEAR
RATE

EXP.F~.CAP
HEART ~E

120 b.p.m.

161

104 b.p.m.

104 b.p.m.

120 b.p.m.

141

104 b.p.m.

104 b.p.m.

strength resting/Clinical Mechanics:
The client comes to floor level with a
metatarsal head squat ascending and descending without upper extremity assist,
and lumbar lordosis in position.
His bend, stoop and crouch positioning shows
left foot forward and right to rear with center of gravity shifted to the
right, anet- anterior center of gravity shift to initiate trunk extension from
flexion.
Overhead positioning shows center of gravity of load shifted to the
right with a right under load technique and the left in side and load control
posjl i~)n.
LIMB SPECIFIC STRENGTH TESTING
NEUTRl\L l\RM LIFT

RIGHT UPPER EXTREMITY

Average Peak Strength
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variability
NEUTRhLARM PULLDOWN

12.7%

LOl\D BEMING
41. 3ft
1. 9#
4.5%

RIGHT UPPER EXTREMITY

Average Peak Strength
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variability
SIDE REACHING

58.7#
7.5#

RIGHT UPPER EXTREMITY

Average Peak Strength
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variability
REACH LIFTING

LO~EMING

LOW BEl\RING
l'/.llt
1. 0#
5.9%

RIGHT UPPER EXTREMITY

AveragQ Peak Strength
Standard Deviation
CoeffiQient of Variability

LOl\D BE7\RING

16. 11r-0.81#
5.1%

LEFT UPPER EXTREMITY

LOAD BEARING

35.01

2.61
7.4%
LEFT UPPER EXTREMITY

LOAD BEARING

43.1'

R/L
Ull'F
~

R/L

IrrFF

4T"

2.0*
4.5%
LEFT UPPER EXTREMITY

LOAD BEARING

10.6'

R/L

UTI'F
~

1.3*
12.3%

LEFT UPPER EXTREMITY

LOAD BEARING

15.5f

R/L

UTI'F
4T"

1.3*
8.5%

NbTE:

The client's reaching forward mechanism shows deficits to the left of
the previously noted restrictions in isokinetic load
tes ting for shoulder motion.
This is also consistent with the neutral arm
lifting.

3tT~consistent with

Stairs/Ladders;
The
client's
Jower
extremity
balance
shows
intact
and
Physlology shows at excellent levels indicating a tolerance for within normal
limits function.
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Knee1ing/Squatting:
upper Giud...t"Qm.l.€y

Intact for a11 ascending and descending mechanics without

... .,lsist.

aud wil.b lordosis maintained intaot.

Bending/Stooping/Crouching_:
The client shows compensatory center of gravity
slnfb_ng to the rlght wllli an anterior shift to initiate trunk extension from
flpx;oJl.
The client's performance in compensation is consistent with the
restrictions in fast twitch fibering previously noted in isokinetic trunk
testing.
His overall flexed trunk positions are occasional.
Reaching/Forward-u1ward-overhead:
The
client shows
a
right
under load
tectlnique w~Eh a
eft slde ln load control position.
His overall mechanics
shows a left elevated shoulder position with right cervical inclination
indicating within norma1 1im.its right upper extremity position, but left at
reach and overhead on an occasional basis.
The client stands with intermittent change of position in
ulatlon during the course of 1 hour and 2 minutes.

standi~T01erance:

short.

Sitting ToJ.erance:

No restrictions were noted during the course of 59 minutes.

GRIP STRENGTH/GRIP SPAN/MAXIMUM VOLUNTARY EFFORT TESTING
DISTAL

LIMB
m:ght Hand
Left Hand
R/L Diff.

p~mN

83.9#
95.2#
12%

I POSITION 2

----rou-:.---u-r111.3#
10%

MIDDLE
POSITION 3
109.1i
113.3'
4%

STANDARD
POSITION 4
101.3'
113.5#
11%

PROXIMAL
POSITION 5

123.3'
108.9'
12%

The expected output for the right hand is 86 to 138 Ibs., left is 78 to
NOTE:
128 lbs.
The client's overall grip strength response at maximum shows within
the normal ranges of average according to the National Institutes of Health
indicating intact upper extremity gross grasping.
SECTION V
OTHER OBSERVATIONS
Vis.ion Screening:

Within normal limits.

Communication Skills:

Within normal limits .

...
~ognitive

Abilities:
The client understood simple instructions, and performed
ests as requlred.
This test is observational only, and does not provide
investigative evidence of
restrictions,
which may be revealed by more
sophisticated means.

Attitude and Behavior:

The client was cooperative and performed as requested.

Body Meehanics:
'fhe client shows deficit response with center of gravity
reposiEionlng in flexed trunk behaviors.
Center of gravity is shifted from
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L.~t
left to r~ght and anteriorly to ~nitiate trunk ext.n.~on from floax!.on.
upper extremity at reach and overhead positioning shows a scapulo thoracic
compensation.

Work Behaviors:

The client completes tasks as required.
SECTION VI

crncLUSIONs
ValiditY..:.

Hard data statistical analysis confirms maximum effort.

Coni!istency:

Hard data wave forms over time confi.rm maximum effort.

Specific Involved Area:

Lumbar quadrant and left shoulder.

Generai· strentth:
The client's gross grasping functions shows intact.
Left
upper extreml y at reach values shows deficit response on bilateral comparison,
and anterior stabilization's functions as well as body weight comparisons for
lumbar strength are at deficit to expectation.
PhysioJ_ogy:

At average for all data base comparisons.

Ada tation to E 10 mellt Activities:
The client will not be able to perform in
heavy ac lVJ- les reo a e
0
preVlOUS employment function, and will also show
deficit responses with non-tolerance related to turning, twisting and bending.
Co~arisons to
Norms:
The client's overall body weight ,comparisons
aeI"lC1Es ln fast tWltch fibering consistent with restrictions in turn,
and bend functions.

shows
twist

Overall Deficits:
Left shoulder motion in repetitive rotations ie deficit
ranglng from 2rto 3091.
This is also consistent with neutral arm lifting and
at reach deficits which are 38 to 40~.
Fast twitch fibering of trunk function
is deficit at 32 to 66~, and anterior left lumbar stabilization is restricted
at 25~.
Cervical motion restrictions are noted with the exception of flexion
in left rotation ranging from 13 to 28%, and the lumbar motion restriction in
left lateral flexion and extension is 18 to 24~.
SECTION VII

RECOMMENDATIONS
Level of Work ,ActivitX:
The client currently qualifies at the light to medi.um
levels of work accordlng to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
Part-Time/Full-Tilne:

The client can work full-time.
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Limit.ations:
The client is restricted to an occasional basis of turning,
t.wist.ing and bending.
His sustainable st.and and arnbulation functions will
require int.ermit.tent motion of repositioning, and sitting tolerances will
re~~~~einterrnittency for change of position.
Remedial
Programs:
On his own recognizance
a
continuation of lumbar
strengt.hernng and fast
twitch
fibers
is
recommended.
Continuation of
strengthening for the left shoulder is recommended.
Adaptive gquipment:

None currently recommended pending vocational assessments.

Thank you very much for t.he opportunity to evaluate this client.
Respectfully,

1 ~~'1 ~J.,'(___
Theodore- J. Becker, Ph.D., RPT, ATC, CET
Human Perfor~~nce Specialist
TJB/js

cc:

Dean Brett, Esquire
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TRUNK EXTENSION/FLEXION
CYBEX TEST DATE(S)
8/ 7/1995
SPEED (deg/sec)
REPETITIONS
BODY WEIGHT (Ibs)

f'

30

60

5

5

INITIAL REPORT
REPORT DATE:Mon Aug 07 21: 12:33

90
5

( 172 I
EXTENSION
125
103
72"/'
59"1.
.. l~
20
121
88
102
1 16

PEAK TOnQ (ftIDs)
PEAK TORO % BW
ANGLE OF PEAK TORQ
1DRO @
0 DEGREES
TORO @ 35 DEGREES

201
1 1 6'/,
19
174
163

ACCEL. TIME (secs)
TOTAL WORK (BWR,ftIOs)
TcnAL WORf( (BWFl) %BW
AVG.POWER (OWR,WATTS)
AVGPOWER (OWR) %BW
AVG.POIN~S
VARIANCE
Tf\E (ftIbs)
~~TAL WORK
SET 1(ftlbs)
1st SAMPLE 1 (TW)
2nci SAMPLE 1 (TW)
EhlOURANCE f,ATIO 1
TOTAL WORK 2.ET 2( ftIDs)
1st SAMPLE 2 (TW)
2nd SAMPLE 2 (TWI
nECOVEnV nATIO

.04
172
100"/,
105

PEAK TOliC) (f t 105)
PEAK 10f,0 % BW
ANGLE OF PEAK TORO
TORQ @
0 DEGf1EES
TaRO @ 35 DEGREES

151
87%
15
119
130

ACCEL. TIME (secs)
TOTAL WORK (BWR,ftIbS)
~~lAL WORK
(BWR) %BW
AVGPOWER (8WR,WATTSI
1\ If':; . POWE R (OWR) %BW
AVG.POINTS VARIANCE
TAE (ftlbS)
TOTAL WORI< SET 1CftIOC".)
12.t SA~PLE 1 CTW)
2nct SAMPLE 1 (TW)
r:i'[·~:~;,1K_i::: RATIO
1
lDTAL WORI< SET 2(ftlbs)
1st SAMPLE 2 (TWI
2nd SAMPLE 2 (TWI
RECOvER\, RATIO

.07
. 13
83
51
48%
29%
100
93
5 B'/,
54%
25%
24%
25
10.7 19.5 22.9

. 10
108
62"/.

.20
73
1~2"/'

134
129
77'/,
61"1.
75%
30"/,
22%
20-'.
1 l L 0 26.3 37.4

FLEXION
1 10
75
43%
63%
36
40
91~
15
108
64

'S

q.5

"tS

-8

-32.- .-52

.04

127
73%
75
43%

PJ
/"

FLEXION/EXTENSION RATIO AND ROM
751'/",
TOFlQ
88%
72%
TOTAL WORK (BWR)
73%
76%
AVERAGE POWER (OWR)
71%
69%
77'1.
TOTAL WORK SET 1
TOTAL WORf( SET 2
AVERAGE ROM (DEGREES)
68
68
67
( 7 1 )
MAX ROM
(c I COrVFUGHT LUMEX1989, 1990, 1991 ,1992
Pr:::AI~

1995
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